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ACTA FACULTATIS BEBШE NATUBALIШI UXIVEBSITATIS COMENIANAE
MATIIEMATICA XVII -

1967

FORMALLY NORMAL ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS1)

E. A. CODDIXGTON, Los Angeles

1. Introduction. We shall present some results concerning the spectral
theory of ordinary differential operators which commute in a formal way
with their formal adjoints. Let L denote the ordinary linear differential
expression given by
L = J P*10**
k=o

where D represents the operation idjdx, the pic are complexvalued functions
of class C00 on an open interval a < x < b of the real axis, and pn(x) 9*= 0
for a < x < b. The formal adjoint L+ of L is given by
L+=

2

k=0

Dk

n-

We say that L commutes formally with L+, and write LL+ = L+L, if LL+u =
= L+Lu for all u e Gco(a, 6); such an L is said to be formally normal. If L
is formally normal we can ask whether it determines, in some natural wray,
a normal operator in the Hilbert space L2(a, 6), or perhaps in a Hilbert space
containing L2(a, b) as a subspace. We shall indicate below that, in general,
this occurs only in rather special cases, and for these cases the spectral theory
is easy. We exhibit a large class of formally normal L which determine no
normal operators in L2(a, b), or in any larger Hilbert space. Some details
concerning the spectra of these operators are presented. First, we present
some abstract results on formally normal operators, which form the basis
for the work on ordinary differential operators.
The work reported on here is due to R. E. BALSAM [1], G. BIRIUK and E. A.
CODMNGTON [2], and

E. A. CODDINGTON [3], [4], [5].

2. Formally normal operators in a Hilbert space. A formally
*> This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
5 Equadrff II.
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normal operator in a Hilbert space § is a linear, closed operator with domain
D(iV) dense in § such that T>(N) <=• T)(N*) and
ll-V/ll = IIN*/Il,
feT>(N).
A normal operator in § is a formally normal operator N such that T)(AT) =
= T)(N*). For N formally normal define N to be the restriction of N* to
©(#); thus N = A 7 * ^ ^ ) . Then N c A7*, in the sense Jthat the graph (5(N)
of AT is contained in the graph <5(N*) of N*9 and similarly N <= N*. (We note
that a symmetric operator in § is a formally normal N having the [property
that N = N9 and a self-adjoint operator is a normal operator such that
N = N*.)
If 2V is formally normal in .5 it can be shown that
©(#*) = %(N) + aW,

aw = v(I + iV*N*),

©(.#*) = D(LV) + ¥t,

931 = v(7 + AT*iV*),

where v(A) represents the null space of A9 and both sums above are direct
ones. The following result tells precisely when N has a normal extension
in £. (See [2] and [3]).
Theorem 1. A formally normal operator N in a Hilbert space § has a normal
extension Nx in § if and only if
(1) 2W = aWx + aW2, a direct sum,
(2) © ( N * ^ ) J_ ®(^*|9»1),

(3) .v*swa = awx,
W \\N*<p\\ = \\N*<p\\, ? 6 « i ,
©(JVi) = D(iV) + aW1?

N c ^ c Ar*.

The first two conditions imply that Nt is a closed operator such that N c:
c iVj c ^T*, and the last two guarantee that AT- is normal. It follows from
(3), and the fact that N*aW = aW, that 3WX c aW O lit, and moreover dim S^ =
= dim aW2. Thus a necessary condition for N to have a normal extension
is that dim SK be even.
It is not true that every formally normal A7 in § has a normal extension
in £>; in fact, this is not even true if N is symmetric. However, every symmetric N has a self-adjoint (and hence normal) extension in the larger Hilbert.
space § © §. We ask whether a similar result is valid for formally normal A7.
We shall now alter our notation slightly in order to deal with the several
Hilbert spaces in what follows. Let us assume Nt is now a maximal formally
normal operator in a Hilbert space Sj (Nx has no proper formally normal
extensions in § x ), and suppose that

D ^ * ) = ^(A7!) + aw1,
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where dim 9M1 is finite. It is this case which occurs for ordinary differential operators. In the following we shall refer to two such formally normal operators,
Nx in §-=, and N2 in £)2, with
D(N2*) = V(N2) + 9J12,
and it will be true that 3M1 = 9M2; and SW* = 9JT2. We let
Mx = A5!*!©!1,

J/ 2 = N2*|9Jt2;

thus 21i maps 3M* into 9)?*, i = 1, 2. Also, we use the abbreviations

*(Mt) = i!/* + J/,*-1,
In these notations, the following result characterizes when a maximal formally
normal operator has a normal extension in a larger Hilbert space (See [2]).
Theorem 2. A maximal formally normal operator N^ in a Hilbert space $yx
has a normal extension Jfx in § = §i © §2 */ and only if
(1) 9W1 = 9Jt1,
(2) there exists a formally normal operator N2 in the Hilbert space § 2 such that
9J12 = Wl2,

dim SR2 = dim 9J11,

and a one-to-one map G of 9J?1 onto 9Ji2 satisfying
(3) a(il/x) + C*OL{M%) C = 0,
(4) p{M1) + C*jJ(M%)C = 0.
If jr = Nx © N29 then
D ^ ) = D ( ^ ) + (/ + C) 9J11,

„r c ^

cz , F * .

A necessary condition for 1^ to have a normal extension in § is [given by
condition (1), but it is not known whether this is sufficient. An N2 and G
satisfying (2), (3), (4) exist if MXMX* = Mt*Ml9 if M^ = ul, \u\ = 1, and
in almost all cases if dim 9J11 = 2. Such an N2 can be defined in terms of
a conjugation operator J, which is an operator on Jr^ satisfying J2 = I,
and (Jf, Jg) = (g,f) for all /, g e §>v Then N2 = JNXJ on <r>2 = § t will
work in the above cases (See [2]).
3. Formally normal ordinary differential operators. Let us now
return to the differential expression
L =

^ P*0*'

D

= {d\dx,

k=o

which we considered in the Introduction.
§ ! = L2(a, 6). We suppose that
||£u|| = HL+ull,
5

*

For our Hilbert space we take
U6(7»(a,6),
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where Cf(a, b) denotes the set of all complex-valued functions of class C00
on a < x < b which vanish outside compact subsets of this interval. This
restriction on L is equivalent to the condition LL+ = L+L. Let us define
Nx to be the operator in §>x which is the closure of L defined on C?(a, b),
in the sense that ©(A^) is the closure of <5(L\C™(a, b)) in § x ©Si- This
operator Nx is formally normal in § t and is called the minimal operator in
§ x associated with L. The operator A\* is just L on 35(N1*), which is the
set of all f e §>± such that / e Cn~1(a, b), /(w-1) is absolutely continuous, and
Lf G § J . The operator Nx* is described in the same way with L replaced by
L+. Hence A\ is L+ on XlO-V-J. * We have
©(AY*) = *>(Ni) + 2K\

$(#!*) = S W + SW1,

where
9ft1 = {<P e § x |(LL+ + I)<p = 0,L<pe $>x},

SW1 = {y e $, |(LL+ + /) y = 0, L+y, G V / .
Thus we see that 2ft1 and 2H1 consist of solutions to a homogeneous differential equation of order 2n, and from this it follows that 0 ^ dim 9ft1 =
= dim W ^ 2n.
The simplest example occurs when all the coefficients pjc are constants.
Here there are three cases:
(i) a, b both finite,
(ii) only one of a, b finite,
(iii) a = —oo, 6 = +oo.
In all cases 9J11 = 9ft1, and dim 9ft1 is 2n, n, and 0 in cases (i), (ii), (iii)
respectively. The Nx for case (iii) as a normal extension. If n is odd, the
N1 of case (ii) is thus normal, and the A7 for the other cases have the N of
case (iii) as a normal eptension. If n is odd, the N, of case (ii) has no normal
eptension in ^x; see the remarks just after the statement of Theorem 1.
We now interpret Theorem 1 for our differential operator Nt. The conditions
of that theorem can be given a more conventional form by means of two
bracketed expressions:
<uv} = (Lu, v) — (u, L+v), u e ^(Nx*)9 v e T)(NX*),
[uv] = (Lu, Lv) - (L+u, L+v), u,ve $(^i*) n

^(Nx*).

It can be shown that these expressions depend only on u, u', . . . , ^<w_1) and
v, v\ . . . , tf^-1) in the vicinity of a and b, and they are limiting values of
certain semi-bilinear forms in these quantities. Theorem 1 can be rephrased
in these terms so as to display the domain of a normal extension of Nx described
by certain boundary conditions.

Theorem 3. The minimal operator Nx associated with L has a normal extension
y\

Nt in § ! = L2(a, b) if and only if dim 9JJ1 = 2p, and there exist linearly
independent a-,, . . . , OLP E 9R1 n SR1 satisfying
<oyaA,> = [a/a*] = 0,
(j, k = 1, . . . , p).
Then JVj c JV^ c Nx* and!
D T O = {u G -D(iV) | <*«,> = 0,j = 1, . . ., p}.
There is an obvious choice of L whose corresponding N± has a good chance
of having a normal extension in $v namely those L which can be represented
as polynomials in some formally symmetric differential expression A:
L = ^ OcA*,

A = A+,

k=o

where the Ck are complex numbers, some of which may be zero. If the minimal
operator for A has a self-adjoint extension S in $l9 then clearly

Nx = 2 ckS*
k=o

will be a normal extension of Nt in $v In any case, if L is a polynomial in
A = A+, it will be true that Nt has a normal extension Jfx in -5 = §i ® SiThis is due to the fact that the minimal operator 8X for A is symmetric and
always has a self-adjoint extension S in §, and then
JTX = |

c#>kk

k=o

is a normal extension of Nx in §.
We now might ask: can every L be represented as a polynomial in a formally
symmetric A, and does every formally normal differential operator Nx have
a normal extension in a larger space? For L of order one or two the answer
is yes, but for L of order n ^ 3 the answer is no. The simplest example which
shows this is the L defined by
Lu = u"' + u" - 3x-hi' + (3#- 3 — 2x~2) u,
with § x = L.2(0, oo). This determines a formally normal Nx with dim 9M1 = 1,
but with dim (9J11 n 9K1) = 0. It is maximal formally normal, but not
normal, and has no normal extensions in any Hilbert space § 3 Si- Recall
the necessary condition (1) of Theorem 2.
In spite of the fact that not every L, such that LL+ = L+L, is a polynomial
in a formally symmetric A, the following interesting result is valid (see [1]).
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Theorem 4. For L of orders 1, 2 or 3 the formally normal operator Nx has
a normal extension Nx in -5i if and only if
L = c3/l3 + c2A* + cxA + c0,

A= A+,

where the Ck are constants (some of which may be 0), and
Ni = C3S3 + C2S2 + <hS + c0I,

for some self-adjoint extension S of the minimal operator for A.
We remark that the example mentioned above is typical for a third order
L which is not a polynomial in ..a formally symmetric A. Any Nl9 for such
an i o n a maximal interval of definition, is such that it has no normal extension
in any Hilbert space § => §1. Examples of higher order operators, to be
given in the next section, further support the conjecture that Nx has a normal
extension in some § ^ §1 if *uid only if L is a polynomial in some A = A+.
Also, one might conjecture that an analogue of Theorem 4 is valid for L of
arbitrary order.
The spectral theory of normal operators Jr1 in § ^ § 1} which have the
form

J\ = f c^k>
k=o

where S? is self-adjoint in 9), is completely determined by the spectral theory
for Sf. If Sf has the spectral resolution
CO

S? = f

AdE(k),

— CO
00

then

n

J \ = f p(k) &E(l),

p(k) = 2 Ck&.

-00

A=0

Because of Theorem 4, and the remarks following it, we see that results
concerning the spectra of self-adjoint extensions of symmetric ordinary
differential operators assume added importance.
4. Some special formally n o r m a l differential operators. We have
investigated in detail a large class of L, for which LL+ = L+L, but which
can not be expressed as polynomials in a formally symmetric A. Let m, n
be relatively prime positive integers with m > n ^ 2, and let g = (m — 1)
(n —- l)/2. We define the differential expressions Lm and Ln by
m —1

Ln = x~™ I I (d-kn

+ g),

fc = 0

Ln = «-* I I (<5 - km + g),
ft = 0
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where d = xd, and d stands for d/dx. These operators have the form
Lm = dm + axx-Hm-x + . . . + amx-m,
Ln = dn + bxx-Hn-x + . . . + bnx-n,
where the aic and bjc are real constants. Let L = Lm + Ln if one of m, n is
even; otherwise let L = iLm + Ln. Then it is true that LL+ = L+L. If Nx
is the minimal operator in § x = L2(0, oo) for L, then Nx is formally normal,
but not normal; moreover it has no normal extension in § x or in any Hilbert
space § -3 Sj (see [5]). The example in Section 4 is the case m = 3, n = 2.
The specific nature of the spectrum of JV^ has been determined for each
pair of integers m, n. Recall that the resolvent set of Nx is the set Q(NX) of
all X G C (the complex numbers) such that (Nx — XI)-1 exists as a bounded
operator on all of &l9 and the spectrum a(N±) = C — Q(NX). The point
spectrum ap(Nt) is the set of all XeC such that dimv(Nx — XI) > 0; the
continuous spectrum ac(Nx) is the set of all X e a(Nx) such that Nx — A/
is one-to-one, the range of Nx —- XI is dense in £l9 but is not all of §,; the
residual spectrum cr^iX7!) is the set of all X e a(N±) such that N± — A7 is
one-to-one, and the range of Nx — XI is not dense. The essential spectrum
a^NJ is the set of all XeC such that the range of N± — XI is not closed.
There are three cases according as
(a) m odd, n even,
(b) m odd, n odd,
(c) m even, n odd.
For cases (a) and (c) let p(r) = rm + rw, and for case (6) let p(r) = irm + rn.
The curve C in C, defined by
C = {X e C I X = p(it), —OD < t < oo},
plays an essential role; in fact ae(Nx) = C. In all cases the point spectrum
is empty. If m > 2n in cases (a) and (6), and m > 3w. in case (c), we have
a(Nx) = a^Ni) = C. In the remaining situations the spectrum is more
interesting, and depends on certain arithmetic relationships between m and n.
The set C -— C consists of two components, which we may call I and II,
letting I denote that component which contains the positive real axis. In
case (a), for example, if n < m < 2n + 1, a(Nx) = C KJ I if m = 2k + 1
with k even, whereas a(Nt) = C u II if k is odd. The distribution of a(Nt)
between ac(Nx) and ar(Nx) is further complicated. As an example, if m = 3,
n = 2, we have a(Nx) = C u II, a^NJ = ac(Nx) = C, ar(Nx) = II (see [5]).
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